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Part 1: General information

TWCWG Survey - harmonic analysis



15 organisations/countries participated in this survey

Australia (AHO), Brazil (CHM), Chile (SHOA), France (SHOM), Germany (BSH), New Zealand (LINZ), Norway (NHS), Peru (DHN), 
Republic of Korea (KHOA), South Africa (SAN HO), Spain (IHM), Sweden (SMA), The Netherlands (NLHO), United Kingdom (UKHO), 
United States (NOAA)



How is water level data handled in your country?

By own organisation

A combination of own orgnisation and others

Others, we know how

Does not apply 



How is tidal current/stream data handled in your country?

By own organisation

A combination of own orgnisation and others

Others, we know how

Others, no information

Do not know

Does not apply 



Additional comments on how water level data is handled in your country

The open answers provided



Additional comments on how tidal current/stream data is handled in you country

The open answers provided



Part 2: Analyzing water level data

TWCWG Survey - harmonic analysis



What method is used for analyzing water level data?

Harmonic Representation of Inequalities for one. The other two use harmonic analysis in some cases, but also other methods depending on the data.



Who does tidal analysis of water level data in your country?

Most of the replies do the analysis themselfs, a few in combination with others. Only one country does not do it themselfs, and no one 
uses contractors.



How do you select the set of harmonic constituents to use to calculate tidal predictions



Do you use inferred constituents and/or other methods for decontamination of constituents for short data series?

The majority uses inferred constituents to some extend



How do you deal with long-period tidal constituents (Sa, Ssa, Mf, Msf..)

Most common to find these by separate anlysis or include them based on analysis of long series. Only a few discard them.

All answers are shown.



What is the time spacing of data (hourly, 10 minutes etc)

The majority use hourly data (8/15). The rest varies from 1 minute data to 10 minute data.



Do you analyse multiple years or year-by-year?



Do you accept short data gaps or fill them?



How do you handle big data gaps? (using all available data or analyzing each part separate etc)



Additional information about the analysis

The open answers provided:



Part 3: Tide tables and reference levels

TWCWG Survey - harmonic analysis



What type of tidal predictions are published (High/low water, hourly, etc)



Where is the official tide tables published?



Do you publish tide tables elsewhere, and if so, where?

Most also publish tide tables on websites



How frequent do you update constituents for sites with a permanent tide gauge?

This differs: Half updates constituents annually while 1/4 rarely updates them.



How many years of data is typical used for the analysis which official tide tables are based on?

This ranges from 1 to 20 years, as the open answers show



Do you do tidal predictions based on short data sets? What is the usual and minimum period of data used?

Minimum of one year for some, but most have 1 month as minimum



Do you calculate HAT and LAT



If yes, please specify how you calculate LAT (and HAT)

Most common (8/12) to use 19 years of predictions, some for the same 19 years as the anlysis is done. Two countries uses models.



What do you use as Chart Datum



Additional information about tide tables and tidal predictions

Open answers shown



Part 4: Software for analyzing water level data
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Is the software used developed in-house, open software or commercial?

Software developed in-house and use of open software are most common. Commercial product corresponds to those using Matlab



Programming language

Fortran mentioned by 10, Matlab mentioned by 4. The other languages mentioned are Phyton, R, Java, C++.



Is this software used for predictions?

The majority uses the same software for predictions.



Operating system(s):



Software source



Software name



Additional information about the software

Open answers as shown



Part 5: Analyzing tidal currents/stream data
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What method is used for analyzing tidal currents/stream data

Harmonic analysis or non-harmonic depending on the use/data



Who does the analysis of tidal current/stream in your country?

Blue is own organisation and grey in combination with others. Green are those not doing tidal current/stream.



Do you use inferred constituents



How long series do you normally use?

From the open answers



Additional information about the analysis



Part 6: Software for analyzing tidal currents
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Is the software used developed in-house, open software or commercial?



Programming language (if relevant/known):

Fortran is most common (5/8)



Is this software used for predictions?

More than half uses a different software/separte rutine fortidal currents/stream predictions.



Operating system(s):



Software source:



Software name:



Additional information about the software for analyzin tidal currents/stream

Open answers provided:



FINAL QUESTION: ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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Is there any other information you want to share reagarding analysis of water level data and/or tidal currents/stream data, or do

you have other comments?

Open answers provided:



Is there any other information you want to share reagarding analysis of water level data and/or tidal currents/stream data, or do

you have other comments?

Open answers provided:



THANK YOU FOR CONTRIBUTING TO THE SURVEY
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